Hello Terry Reilly, Nampa, and the greater Treasure Valley! My name is Madison Skogsberg and I am a 1st year medical student at The University of Washington. Born in Nampa, raised in Kuna, and educated at The College of Idaho in Caldwell, I am a true Treasure Valley native and absolutely cannot wait to learn all about practicing medicine right here at home. While undecided on my future field, I have always dreamed of returning to Idaho and reaching out to the underserved populations here. Over the next few years, I am looking forward to developing skills specific to serving Idaho’s healthcare needs, refining my Spanish abilities, and discerning what area of medicine I would like to pursue. When I am not at the clinic or buried in a textbook, one may find me dancing around to Zumba, reading a good novel, cooking authentic Ecuadorian food, or hitting up a fun show. Despite living in Nature’s playground my entire life, I was often too busy with sports, school or traveling on mission trips to truly take advantage of all Idaho has to offer. So I hope to change that: take some hikes, re-learn to ski and go on any other adventures I may find!

Please Welcome
University of Washington School of Medicine 1st Year Student ~~~ Madison Skogsberg mskogs@uw.edu

Jonathon Bowman, MD is the primary preceptor for the Nampa, ID TRUST site.

For More Information on the Idaho TRUST Program Contact:
Stephen Hall, MD
Associate Director– Idaho TRUST 1st Year Coordinator
University of Idaho WWAMI Medical Education Program
sphall@uidaho.edu